Swivl Robot with iPad or iPad Mini

Total inventory: 2

The iPad mini’s were purchased to be paired with the Swivl Robot. Smaller devices work better in the Swivl.

iPad Mini

Total inventory: 3
The iPad mini’s were purchased to be paired with the Swivl Robot. Smaller devices work better in the Swivl.

iPad 2

Total inventory: 14
The iPads can be reserved and borrowed by a faculty member as a group for use in a class or individually as needed for instructional projects.

Snowflake Microphone

Total inventory: 16
These microphones provide a better sound quality for recording. We even have a cable for connecting to an iPad or iPad mini.

WebCam – Logitech & Microsoft

Total Inventory: 9
Even though a laptop has a built-in webcam, you may need an additional webcam for flexibility in capturing video.